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“While the data is collected from our players, it is used to simulate the
movement and reactions of the game’s fictional players,” said Alex

White, Co-Head of EA Sports’ FIFA Development Team. “We’re excited to
expand on our leading physics engine to provide a more authentic FIFA

experience.” The application of HyperMotion data-driven gameplay
delivers a more authentic and responsive experience on all devices.

Players will be able to feel and react more naturally to the movement of
the ball, while defenders will react more frequently to high-intensity

duels and crosses into the penalty box, creating more dynamic
moments, hard-fought games and fluid football. “The team at EA Sports
has the passion and drive to continually improve the game and every
year we learn more about how players react to the ball and execute

complex football tactics,” said Jeremy Boyd, Executive Producer on FIFA.
“They apply this data to the physics of the game to deliver a first-of-its-

kind user experience for fans on the pitch and to new players.” The
addition of full-body motion data, tactical gameplay, new ball shapes
and high-fidelity animations and physics, which are driving the game

forward, enable the team to create a first-of-its-kind mixed reality
experience that will open up new gameplay possibilities. “One of the

main reasons we decided to join EA Sports was to use the power of our
technology to deliver more authentic gameplay,” said Zulfi Alam, Co-

Founder and CEO of HumanImpact. “We believe this will create a game
that players will find more fun to play and adapt to, and they will no

longer be forced to make repetitive game adjustments.” The new motion
capture suit the team has developed includes motion capture cameras

on players’ back, hips, thighs, shins, ankles and head, as well as multiple
accelerometers and gyro sensors. The data collected during these
experiments will be used to create a player model for digital player

simulation. Unique features and improvements in the game, including: •
New visual fidelity, including new player models, set pieces, goalkeepers

and new animations • Thicker, more-realistic ball • Improved collision
response between players, including tackling and aerial duels •

Increased animation and feeling of power in game actions

Features Key:

FIFA 22 brings to life a new generation of players with its analysis
powered controls that lead to a higher quality of decision
making. What happens on the pitch? Motion data – real-time
player movement and touch qualities – is used in-engine to great
effect in all key on-pitch actions. For example, make sure players
attack the ball first-time in dribbling, swerve a difficult tackle - or
volley from 25 yards out accurately, or get the foot to the near
post just as fast as you can pull the trigger.
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In Fifa 22, you have to make decisions as you acquire players,
and as you develop them into effective footballers. You can see
where players are at any given time, and make in-game
adjustments using a new, game-changing control system.
 The engine now ensures every tiny detail of your team’s lifestyle
reflects your club’s identity, style and values.
 The pre-match engine, stadium and training facility are now
even more responsive and natural-feeling. You'll enjoy watching
your superstar players impact your team more dynamically.
 The intelligent Player Impact Engine takes complex movements
from the pitch and uses its motion data to make sure the ball
path and interactions of players stay smooth.
FIFA 22 also introduces a campaign that takes place in 2015 and
follows the team that dominated in the 2014 World Cup: Brazil.
 Dynamically rendered crowd and players in new stadiums create
a lifelike atmosphere on and off the pitch.
 The ability to set up your tactics and formations in any given
situation dynamically has been improved, with the ability to have
the classic 4-4-2 diamond or 3-5-2 on the fly. A new system
allows you to build your midfield from the weakest parts of your
squad to choose the right players to support the strikers.
 FIFA 22 is officially licensed by the English Football Association.
You are now able to experience the magic of The Beautiful Game
like never before.
 Expanded Scouting Reports.
 Precise training and 
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FIFA® (Fédération Internationale de Football Association) is the
biggest name in football. Whether you prefer shooting, pass or
dribble, playing FIFA is the only way to experience the pinnacle
of football. FIFA is the world’s leading football video game series,
with more than 500 million players around the world and a game-
changing online experience. In FIFA, players can compete in a
number of game modes such as the FIFA Ultimate Team™, head-
to-head matches, free kick competitions and much more. EA
SPORTS has taken all aspects of the real-world tournament
experience and reimagined them with unparalleled intensity and
authenticity. Product Features Whether you prefer shooting, pass
or dribble, playing FIFA is the only way to experience the
pinnacle of football. FIFA Ultimate Team™ For the first time ever,
FIFA Ultimate Team is accessible from the off, allowing players to
build their dream team and compete in the ultimate tournament.
FIFA™ Seasons & Career Mode Now on Xbox One, the award-
winning game modes, FIFA™ Seasons and FIFA Career Mode,
have evolved with countless new features. FIFA gameplay
dramatically changed with a new control scheme and player
model improvements. For the first time ever, EA SPORTS has
implemented real life physical demands on the players, allowing
players to run, jump and drift while making decisions on
acceleration, sprinting and deceleration. Players on-field
decisions always impact the outcome of a match with the most
intelligent and robust play-making engine yet. AI players and
managers have been overhauled, and the AI has a new mindset
with a variety of new coaching behaviours. 60 Game Modes:
Whether you prefer shooting, pass or dribble, playing FIFA is the
only way to experience the pinnacle of football. New Team &
Formation Play Eight new international teams come to FIFA,
bringing new styles of play to every mode. Players and managers
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alike can now shape the team completely on the pitch by
modifying their formation on the fly. New relationships between
teammates allows for deeper tactical decision-making in-game
and makes every player different. New Player Models FIFA
gameplay dramatically changed with a new control scheme and
player model improvements. Every player has an improved
physique, allowing for impressive on-field team work and
heightened intensity. New Dribbling, Skill & Movement FIFA
gameplay dramatically bc9d6d6daa
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Build the ultimate team with authentic FIFA players and earn rewards in-
game and in the Seasons and FIFA Ultimate Team Leagues. Choose from
a variety of build options, such as kits, formation, and ball tactics to
customize your team. To unlock a player, you’ll need to earn experience
(XP) – upgrade your player, play solo/co-op or as a squad in real-life FIFA
22 matches, and earn Coins to spend on player packs. Create and
manage your Ultimate Team throughout Seasons, just like in real-life, to
earn Ultimate Team Coins and items to help you win more matches.
Customise your team as you progress throughout the leagues, to earn
rewards for your team and even earn the chance to win new legends,
including Messi or Ronaldo. UPRISING – With popular culture and real-life
events influencing the new campaign, FIFA 22 is bursting with authentic,
diverse, and dynamic gameplay. Revitalize the traditional game-day
experience, with greater player personality and improved control in
player control. New crowd behaviour, reactions, and chants will test your
creativity on the pitch. Use a new playmaker system and a new
playmaker combat system to control the game with ultimate precision.
CREATE YOUR STRIKES – New Create a Player and Create a Stadium will
allow fans to customise, create and share their own unique players and
stadiums. Create your own player with a new body shape to suit your
style of play and will get a unique head shape, and will get a unique set
of stickers to go with their unique body shape. Create your own stadium
and customize its look to match your style. Choose a theme for your
stadium – from clubhouse, dressing rooms, pitch and VIP areas – and
create your own stadium, complete with stickers, banners, boards, turf,
and more. Compete with other fans and players to beat the record for
your stadium creation in FIFA Ultimate Team. SIX BEAUTIFUL LOCATIONS
– Explore six beautiful locations around the world in FIFA 22. Explore the
new Islote resort in sunny Costa Rica and the grand interior of the
Emirates Stadium in the new London Stadium. Visit the iconic Principality
Stadium in Cardiff and the brand new Westpac Stadium in Wellington.
You’ll also be able to immerse yourself in a new Arabian Nights-inspired
setting, complete with giant flying carpets and djinns, in the Aspire
Country Club in Doha. INCLUDED CONT
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What's new:

Introducing "Hyper Motion Technology",
the first of its kind with full player stats,
including speed and acceleration along
with player ratings.
New engine, updated physics and more...
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EA Sports FIFA puts players in charge of their favourite teams and
players in the ultimate experience. FIFA is the defining football game for
millions around the world and is the most popular football video game in
the world. Sports game engine The game engine is the heart of EA
SPORTS FIFA where goal-scoring opportunities come from the movement
of the ball, positioning of players, strategy, and accuracy. FIFA is the
most authentic sports game in history, playing out the drama and
emotion of the sport with devastating precision. Completely redesigned
FIFA Ultimate Team The most complete digital football club ever in FIFA
Ultimate Team mode lets you build and manage your ultimate squad
from over 40,000 FUT players. FIFA Ultimate Team features teams from
over 50 countries, authentic player stats and more than 1.4 billion FUT
cards and cards packs. More control The most advanced player models
and animations in a football game. Player movements and mechanics
have been tuned for more speed and control, to allow players to
demonstrate the subtleties of what they can do. A new ball physics
system New player models, animations and ball behaviours, plus a
revised collision system and more precise ball touch will bring an
authentic touch and performance to FIFA gameplay, as well as delivering
variety. Best team in the world Professional or amateur, international or
club, the game has the players, kits, teams, stadiums and movements of
over 50 countries. Exclusive ESPN broadcast assets The most
comprehensive broadcast package ever in a video game. The new
broadcast engine lets you hear real commentators in broadcast-quality,
and brings back 5 main broadcast camera angles, 10 additional camera
angles, over 1,000 dialogue changes, 14 official camera angles, 18
national anthems, 8 stadium songs and a wide range of pitchside
camera shots. Broadcast and player sound information is now synced at
the pitchside and in stadiums to create a more immersive gaming
environment. Captivating female artists The most realistic voices in a
video game. The most authentic set of female voices in a game today
comes from over 10 high-profile and well-known international
broadcasters. A first-class soundtrack The most refined and balanced
soundtrack of any sports game to date, with over 10 hours of new
original music. And more Including the biggest number of players,
manager and player cards and statistics in FIFA history. "The FIFA series
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:

Supported OS: Windows 10 / 8.1 / 7 Processor: Intel® Core™ i3 (Intel®
Core™ i5 or higher recommended) / AMD Phenom® II x4 Memory: 4 GB
RAM Video Card: NVIDIA GeForce GTS 450 / AMD Radeon™ HD 7850 or
higher Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible Hard Disk Space: Minimum
4 GB How to Install: (Un)zip the game and run setup.exe Run setup.exe
and answer the questions
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